The following resources were shared on the chat last night:

- Five Key Elements to Self-Monitor and/or Coach Clinician Educators To Career Success
  [https://works.bepress.com/deb_simpson/52/](https://works.bepress.com/deb_simpson/52/)
- A Toolkit for Medical Education Scholarship
- Group Peer Review: The Breakfast of Champions
- More Than Likes and Tweets: Creating Social Media Portfolios for Academic Promotion and Tenure
- Leadership Lesson: The Educator Portfolio: A Tool for Career Development
  [https://www.aamc.org/members/gfa/faculty_vitae/148574/educator_portfolio.html](https://www.aamc.org/members/gfa/faculty_vitae/148574/educator_portfolio.html)
- Strides Project Management: [https://www.stridesapp.com/](https://www.stridesapp.com/)
- Trello Project Management: [https://trello.com/](https://trello.com/)
- UPenn Library Citation management Tool: [http://guides.library.upenn.edu/citationmgmt](http://guides.library.upenn.edu/citationmgmt)
- Researching Medical Education
- Discovering Statistics Using IBM SPSS, 4th Edition: [https://studysites.sagepub.com/field4e/main.htm](https://studysites.sagepub.com/field4e/main.htm)
- The Qualitative Report: [http://nsuworks.nova.edu/tqr/](http://nsuworks.nova.edu/tqr/)
- Answering the Mail: Replying to Common Questions About Qualitative Inquiry
- KeyLIME-Key Literature in Medical Education: [http://www.royalcollege.ca/rcsite/canmeds/keylime-podcasts-e](http://www.royalcollege.ca/rcsite/canmeds/keylime-podcasts-e)
- JGME Rip Outs: [http://jgme.org/page/ripouts](http://jgme.org/page/ripouts)
- Current Concepts in Validity and Reliability for Psychometric Instruments: Theory and Application
  [http://www.amjmed.com/article/S0002-9343(05)01037-5/fulltext](http://www.amjmed.com/article/S0002-9343(05)01037-5/fulltext)
- How to Create a Bad Survey Instrument
- Tracing the Steps of Survey Design: A Graduate Medical Education Research Example
- AAMC GEA Author Resources: [https://www.aamc.org/members/gea/gea_sections/484072/resources.html](https://www.aamc.org/members/gea/gea_sections/484072/resources.html)
- AAMC Medical Education Research Certificate
  [https://www.aamc.org/members/gea/merc/](https://www.aamc.org/members/gea/merc/)
- Personal Best: Top Athletes and Singers have Coaches. Should you?
  [https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/10/03/personal-best](https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2011/10/03/personal-best)
Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 9 hours ago
@JanelleRBlu @MedEdChat @JournalofGME #meded Now that’s dedication!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat #meded Gary here in Omaha!

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat #meded Pleased to have our guest hosts tonight! @debsimpson3 @JournalofGME

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Good evening! I’m a #MedEd researcher at @AUG_EII. I come from a background of Ed Tech and most often study simulation.

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
@AJKleinhex @AUG_EII #meded Welcome AJ!

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
If you are tuning in to the #meded chat, remember to use the #meded hashtag and try to answer with the Topic numbers (T1, T2, T3)

Paul Miron @drpmiron 9 hours ago
#meded Joining tonight! It's been a while! @MedEdChat

Dr Linda Love @2lindamlove 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat joining from a glistening icy wonderland in Omaha #meded land

Emily Fridenmaker @emily_fri 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat PGY2 IM in WV! #meded

HCSM News @hcsmnews 9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: The topic & questions will be announced in a moment...for now, please introduce yourselves #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
@2LindaMLove #meded Nice to see you join, Dr. Love!
Welcome, Emily!

We will assume that all of your tweets are your own during this hour unless otherwise stated.

Hi @BonnyDickinson from Western Michigan.

Welcome from #JGME Deputy Editor @debsimpson3 and EiC @DrMedEd_itor eager to learn! #JGMEChat #MedEd https://t.co/njCju2W1ql

Welcome, Bonnie!

Topic 1: What are key behaviors you engage in (your tips) for success as a #meded scholar? #GME

RT @debsimpson3: Welcome from #JGME Deputy Editor @debsimpson3 and EiC @DrMedEd_itor eager to learn! #JGMEChat #MedEd https://t.co/njCju2W1q...

Jessica Luc, Fourth Year Medical Student (MD 2018), @UAlberta #Edmonton #Canada #TSSMN #WomeninMedicine #WomeninSurgery #AB #innovators #MedEd#researchers #HOAI. Looking forward to the #meded chat tonight!

Folks from the #acgme_assess course (going on this week in Pa) will be joining in. Looking forward to it! #meded

@MedEdChat T1 #meded Read, bounce ideas off colleagues

T1 Key Behaviors = Determine Your Focus, Read but not alone - talk to people - as need network of colleagues + mentors per @DrMedEd_itor editorial in #JGMEchat@MedEdChat #MedEd #JGMEchat https://t.co/X8CY9mRs5S https://t.co/Vms6X46022
Jessica Luc @jessicaluc19 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Key Behaviors = Determine Your Focus, Read but not alone - talk to people - as need network of colleagues + #mentors pe...

Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: Welcome from #JGME Deputy Editor @debsimpson3 and EiC @DrMedEd_itor eager to learn! #JGMEChat #MedEd https://t.co/njCju2W1...

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: Topic 1: What are key behaviors you engage in (your tips) for success as a #meded scholar? #GME

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Key Behaviors = Determine Your Focus, Read but not alone - talk to people - as need network of colleagues + #mentors pe...

Heather Paladine @paladineh9 hours ago
I love conferences, especially for networking with colleagues @STFM_FM #MedEd https://t.co/XJADaThFH8

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc19 hours ago
T1: focus, find mentors and sponsors, engage in research dissemination and continued learning (ex. via Twitter #SoMe). #MedEd #GME

Paul Haidet @myheroistrane9 hours ago
T1: gotta play to win. Go to meetings in your specialty. #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T1 #meded What about setting deadlines? Different from time management, no? #JGME

Paul Miron @drpmiron9 hours ago
#meded T1. Key faculty development in meded. Completing a Master's degree in MedEd, attending medical leadership development sessions. Ongoing reflection on teaching and learning, both for me and my learners.

Janelle Bludorn @janellerblu9 hours ago
@MedEdChat A1: C O L L A B O R A T I O N I know #IPE is a buzzword right now but it is super important in #MedEd
Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 9 hours ago
Not sure if anyone attending the ACGME-PRIME Collaboration Faculty development course on #acgme_assess is here, but a shout out in case anyone is! #MedEd@MedEdChat

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Key Behaviors = Determine Your Focus, Read but not alone - talk to people - as need network of colleagues + #mentors pe...

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 9 hours ago
@myheroistrane T1 #meded What about attending meetings NOT in your specialty?

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
RT @JanelleRBlu: @MedEdChat A1: COllaboration I know #IPE is a buzzword right now but it is super important in #MedEd

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex 9 hours ago
T1 Read (and keep your reference manager up-to-date as you do so), schedule regular meetings to brainstorm longterm scholarship goals with collaborators, and have multiple mentors. #MedEd

Cayla Teal @tealmeded 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: find collaborators #meded

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 9 hours ago
T1 #meded Think prospectively – envision the future and study that! Be ahead of the curve. For example – how are we preparing our residents for practice in 2020? 2025? See #JGME https://t.co/lfxFUp4NW by folks @AuroraMedEd or SI2025 https://t.co/hjxOHsQti5

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc1 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 #meded Think prospectively – envision the future and study that! Be ahead of the curve. For example – how are we prep...

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 #meded Think prospectively – envision the future and study that! Be ahead of the curve. For example – how are we prep...

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 #meded Think prospectively – envision the future and study that! Be ahead of the curve. For example – how are we prep...
**Cayla Teal** @tealmeded 9 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @myheroistrane T1: Critical. #MedEd

**Emily Fridenmaker** @emily_fri 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat I'm only PGY2 (but hoping for academic IM as a career) so still figuring these things out, but I keep a running To Read check list. I add articles and topics to it as they come up, and I don't go anywhere without some articles handy in case I have downtime. #meded

**Teresa Hartman** @thartman2u 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Read a lot, learn as much as I can about the #meded vocabulary and literature base. Attending @cgea & @aamc conferences have been key to my learning

**OPAS Institute** @opasinstitute 9 hours ago
T1 #meded Collaborators, Mentors and read read read!!

**A.J. Kleinheksel** @ajkleinhex 9 hours ago
T1 Approach every problem as a research study / action research. You don’t publish everything you do, but it trains you to see new opportunities, and it generally yields better work output as a bonus. #MedEd

**MedEd Chat** @mededchat 9 hours ago
@thartman2u @cgea @AAMC T1 #meded And engage #medlibs early

**Emily Fridenmaker** @emily_fri 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Engaging with other residents and attendings who are enthusiastic about #meded is also very helpful not only for my education, but also for my vision and morale.

**Gary Beck Dallaghan** @glbdallaghan 9 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: @thartman2u @cgea @AAMC T1 #meded And engage #medlibs early

**JGME** @journalofgme 9 hours ago
T1: A Toolkit for #MedEd Scholarship https://t.co/Qp1MG0BQfU. #JGMEchat https://t.co/lyQgRMj9NZ

**Kathryn Andolsek** @gme_md 9 hours ago
T1 Absolutely and mentor ship can come from someone not at home institution -I’ve been fortunate to have people generously mentor me from afar #MedEd#MedEdChat #JGME https://t.co/Byip5f38My

**Deb Simpson** @debsimpson 9 hours ago
T1 It begins with YOU! Knowing: What brings U meaning? When are U most absorbed? What kind of a career do U want to have? Define what “success” means to you? Dream! What are your “drivers”? Risk tolerances? Aversions? https://t.co/zMcMWqXwJy #meded #JGMEchat
MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 Approach every problem as a research study / action research. You don’t publish everything you do, but it trains you to...

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined 9 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 Approach every problem as a research study / action research. You don’t publish everything you do, but it trains you to...

Erin Feinstein @astasia_abasia 9 hours ago
T1: Productive meaningful #feedback between residents and attendings, faculty with other faculty members, and across specialties. And promoting #residnet#diveristy #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 It begins with YOU! Knowing: What brings U meaning? When are U most absorbed? What kind of a career do U want to have?...

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 9 hours ago
T1 #meded #acgme_assess totally agree.. talking to @myheroistrane yesterday after the objective writing workshop gave me a ton of food for. Thought and helped me write my objectives for my MPH class as well as a resident Geriatrics rotation I’m trying to improve https://t.co/Ix2t6UCRrt

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
RT @GME_MD: T1 Absolutely and mentor ship can come from someone not at home institution -i’ve been fortunate to have people generously mento...

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 9 hours ago
T1: Professional society for educators (thanks, @AAIMOnline) , find some role models/mentors and recently social media #hcsm @aoglasser @RJmdphilly #meded

Teresa Hartman @thartman2u 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat @cgea @AAMC T1 -yes, speaking for #medlibs, we are eager to support all #meded scholarship and scholars

Erin Feinstein @astasia_abasia 9 hours ago
Great information about the importance of effective #feedback #meded #acgme_assess https://t.co/FcaOYiU8l8

Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md 9 hours ago
Helps me to go ahead and put through #IRB #MedEd #MedEdChat #jgme @AJKleinhex https://t.co/iWjvYcWVj3
Deb Simpson @debsimpson39 hours ago
T1 Learn to critique scholarship and write – seek opportunities to do group reviews per @Jon_Ilgen and #JGMEchat editors @JournalGME & @AcadMed support group reviews. https://t.co/Xnk71JhUIG #meded #JGMEchat @MedEdChat

Cayla Teal @tealmeded9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 T1: really isolated in a new role; seeking out distance research groups has been a lifesaver for keeping research alive. #meded

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc19 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Learn to critique scholarship and write – seek opportunities to do group reviews per @Jon_Ilgen and #JGMEchat editors...

Bonny L. Dickinson, PhD @bonnydickinson9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 It begins with YOU! Knowing: What brings U meaning? When are U most absorbed? What kind of a career do U want to have?...

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Learn to critique scholarship and write – seek opportunities to do group reviews per @Jon_Ilgen and #JGMEchat editors...

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Learn to critique scholarship and write – seek opportunities to do group reviews per @Jon_Ilgen and #JGMEchat editors...

ADMSEP @admsep9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Learn to critique scholarship and write – seek opportunities to do group reviews per @Jon_Ilgen and #JGMEchat editors...

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex9 hours ago
T1 Track your projects (I use a Trello board) to help you see progress, document next steps, and create a shared understanding of ownership and responsibilities with collaborators. #MedEd

Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Learn to critique scholarship and write – seek opportunities to do group reviews per @Jon_Ilgen and #JGMEchat editors...

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 Track your projects (I use a Trello board) to help you see progress, document next steps, and create a shared understand...
Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 9 hours ago
@emily_fri @MedEdChat Need to keep an educators portfolio (can find template on your institutions faculty development site) to get credibility/pedigree as an Educator (vs "I like to teach") #meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 9 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: @emily_fri @MedEdChat Need to keep an educators portfolio (can find template on your institutions faculty development s...

Emily Fridenmaker @emily_fri 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat T1: A weekly productivity tracker has helped me be much more intentional with my time. #meded https://t.co/ici2lUGJ4v

Cayla Teal @tealmeded 9 hours ago
@AJKleinhex T1: Absolutely. #MedEd

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
RT @emily_fri: @MedEdChat T1: A weekly productivity tracker has helped me be much more intentional with my time. #meded https://t.co/ici2lU...

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 It begins with YOU! Knowing: What brings U meaning? When are U most absorbed? What kind of a career do U want to have?...

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 9 hours ago
Also, make it count twice--if you've done the work to create an educational tool, write about it, submit to Meded portal, make it into a talk, follow the outcomes. #meded

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 9 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: @emily_fri @MedEdChat Need to keep an educators portfolio (can find template on your institutions faculty development s...

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc1 9 hours ago
@emily_fri @MedEdChat T1: @emily_fri this looks super organized - what tracker is that? #Meded

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 9 hours ago
@emily_fri @MedEdChat T1 #meded What software is this? Or App?

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 9 hours ago
RT @emily_fri: @MedEdChat T1: A weekly productivity tracker has helped me be much more intentional with my time. #meded https://t.co/ici2lU...
RT @gretchendiemer: Also, make it count twice--if you've done the work to create an educational tool, write about it, submit to Meded porta...

Jessica Mormando @jlomormando1 T1 mentorship is the most important thing in starting a career. Find a good mentor. Or 10. Let your projects be lead by what inspires you. Let your mentors help you along the way. And most importantly, BE a mentor. #meded

Deb Simpson @debsimpson T1 Indeed even a #socialmedia Promotion possible per @CabreraERDR perspective with best title (and content) More Than Likes and Tweets: Creating Social Media Portfolios for P&T in #JGME https://t.co/crjxGZ1VaC #FOAMed #MedEdScholar #MedEd #JGMEchat #MedEdChat

Jessica Mormando @jlomormando1 T1 mentorship is the most important thing in starting a career. Find a good mentor. Or 10. Let your projects be lead by what inspires you. Let your mentors help you along the way. And most importantly, BE a mentor. #meded

Deb Simpson @debsimpson T1 Indeed even a #socialmedia Promotion possible per @CabreraERDR perspective with best title (and content) More Than Likes and Tweets: Creating Social Media Portfolios for P&T in #JGME https://t.co/crjxGZ1VaC #FOAMed #MedEdScholar #MedEd #JGMEchat #MedEdChat

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute9 hours ago RT @gretchendiemer: Also, make it count twice--if you've done the work to create an educational tool, write about it, submit to Meded porta...

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor9 hours ago @mededchat T1 keep track of time bandits! #meded #jgme

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined T1 #meded Many colleagues in @COMSEPediatrics are well versed in doing this! https://t.co/tjCxfJFYDW

Cayla Teal @tealmeded9 hours ago This helps me see what’s eating up my research time, too. #MedEd https://t.co/m3k2ErJqZf

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj9 hours ago Oooh what a neat suggestion- I have to check this Trello board out.....I’ve got so many balls I’m juggling at once - I don’t know when I may drop one!! Thx @AJKleinhex! #meded #acgme_assess https://t.co/A5PtOuBNNB

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer9 hours ago @aoglasser @RJmdphilly Seriously! #meded https://t.co/qrXf9Gjarr

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago RT @debsimpson3: @gretchendiemer @emily_fri @MedEdChat T1 Indeed even a #socialmedia Promotion possible per @CabreraERDR perspective with...
ADMSEP @admsep 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @gretchendiemer @emily_fri @MedEdChat T1 Indeed even a #socialmedia Promotion possible per @CabreraERDR perspective with...

Bec Szabo @becasz1 9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 It begins with YOU! Knowing: What brings U meaning? When are U most absorbed? What kind of a career do U want to have?...

Sass @mcsassymd 9 hours ago
RT @emily_fri: @MedEdChat T1: A weekly productivity tracker has helped me be much more intentional with my time. #meded https://t.co/ici2IU...

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 9 hours ago
@AKleinhex Ugh start with “have a reference manager” T1 #meded

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 9 hours ago
This is a good point- but what if one doesn’t have this (I actually don’t know if my institution does) I’ve created an excel spreadsheet to keep track of my own and the core faculty’s scholarly activities but could certainly use a better tool. #meded #acgme_assess https://t.co/4QQeqzgSrg

Teresa Hartman @thartman2u 9 hours ago
#meded Strides app https://t.co/298jBxMLq7 Trello https://t.co/cpUSr1Q3Sn

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 9 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: T1: Professional society for educators (thanks, @AAIMOnline) , find some role models/mentors and recently social media...

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @Jon_Ilgen @acadmed @MedEdChat Or even get your feet wet with a letter to the editor! #meded

Marty Muntz @mmteacherdoc 9 hours ago
RT @myheroistrane: Musicians talk about "woodshedding" to denote deliberate practice (reference to saxophonist Charlie Parker practicing in...

JGME @journalofgme 9 hours ago
T1: Read, determine your focus, develop a network of collaborators, learn to critique scholarship and to write, think prospectively, not retrospectively, write a review paper #meded #jgmechat
Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 now there’s a study what # promotion committees accept #socialMedia portfolios and how do they measure? #MedEd #MedEdChat #JGME@JournalofGME #GME

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan9 hours ago
@DrArunaJ T1 #meded The AAMC has a webpage with examples https://t.co/vnYbBBMtIX

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj9 hours ago
This is incredible an iPhone app called Strides @emily_fri you are waaaay ahead of the game even though you are “only” a 2nd year resident!!! #meded#acgme_assess - https://t.co/MpB3RYMkJb

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute9 hours ago
T1 #meded https://t.co/kYG60RGktL

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly9 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @gretchendiemer @emily_fri @MedEdChat @CabreraERDR #readlater #meded

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex9 hours ago
T1 Practice your elevator speech (i.e., describe what you research in 30 seconds). It will help you identify what you want to focus on, and will help you more effectively recruit good collaborators. #MedEd

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 Practice your elevator speech (i.e., describe what you research in 30 seconds). It will help you identify what you want...

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @thartman2u: #meded Strides app https://t.co/298jBxMLq7 Trello https://t.co/CPUSr1Q3Sn

Teresa Hartman @thartman2u9 hours ago
@RJmdphilly @AJKleinhex #meded Penn State libraries has a comparison table for some of the main reference managers: https://t.co/Kuh04ssKVd

joMitchell @july21jam9 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: T1 Learn to critique scholarship and write – seek opportunities to do group reviews per @Jon_Ilgen and #JGMEchat editors...

MedEd Chat @mededchat9 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @DrArunaJ T1 #meded The AAMC has a webpage with examples https://t.co/vnYbBBMtIX
Topic 2: What resources/materials do you recommend aspiring meded scholars access?

RT @GLBDallaghan: @DrArunaJ T1 meded The AAMC has a webpage with examples https://t.co/vnYbBBMtlX

For qualitative research I like https://t.co/clTVOvKqPF

Help to create an education portfolio if one’s institution doesn’t have one Meded acgme_assess Thx @GLBDallaghan! https://t.co/loBu64rcVM

RT @GarySingerMD: #stopteachingcynicism #MedEd @medicalaxioms quote https://t.co/BFHalTS1Q5

T2 Papers targeted to individual. So many need help with survey basics - Artino https://t.co/ShXPIAytit & validity Cook/Beckman classic https://t.co/ShXPIAytit #meded #jgme

RT @GLBDallaghan: @DrArunaJ T1 meded The AAMC has a webpage with examples https://t.co/vnYbBBMtlX

It's more than just the scholarship--tracks teaching activities and evaluations (#acgme_assess), mentoring activities, scholarship, curricula--to make sure you get credit. meded

For qualitative research I like https://t.co/clTVOvKqPF

RT @GretchenDiemer: @DrArunaJ It's more than just the scholarship--tracks teaching activities and evaluations (#acgme_assess), mentoring ac...

Also Geoff Norman’s editorials (Adv Health Sci Educ) always push mentee and mentor thinking in new directions! meded jgme
Teresa Hartman @thartman2u 9 hours ago
@MedEdChat Set up search alerts in Google Scholar & the My NCBI function on PubMed - have databases send you new citations on your topic of choice as they are published - #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat 9 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @mededchat T2 Papers targeted to individual. So many need help with survey basics - Artino https://t.co/ShXPIAytit & vali...

JGME @journalofgme 8 hours ago
#meded https://t.co/t82A6Xl0o4

Janelle Bludorn @janellerblu 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: The @unc_cfe has been a lifesaver to me...check to see if your institution has a similar center for mentorship/resources/opportunity. #MedEd

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 8 hours ago
T2 #MedEd most university's offer loads of resources and tools! https://t.co/kyuEpYXanP

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
T2 #meded This is a good book from @asmeofficial https://t.co/2wqA12Sjf5

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
@mededchat T2 More survey help in https://t.co/g36stQ7SbK “Classic” papers in https://t.co/x0Z3cD5mjK #meded #jgme

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @mededchat T2 Papers targeted to individual. So many need help with survey basics - Artino https://t.co/ShXPIAytit & vali...

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex 8 hours ago
T2 Coming from Ed Tech, I sway heavily toward tech solutions: RSS feeds for my research interests (I use Feedly), a reference manager, follow people in your field on ResearchGate/Google Scholar/Twitter, keep a digital portfolio, and get a Kindle edition of the APA manual. #MedEd

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @mededchat T2 Also Geoff Norman’s editorials (Adv Health Sci Educ) always push mentee and mentor thinking in new directio...
OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @MedEdChat T2 #meded For qualitative research I like https://t.co/cfTV0vKqPF

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
RT @thartman2u: @MedEdChat Set up search alerts in Google Scholar & the My NCBI function on PubMed - have databases send you new citations...

Cayla Teal @tealmeded 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: https://t.co/Z4OkYIYtqA #MedEd

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago
@DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2 agree re @RealGeoffNorman - Love KeyLime Podcasts – demonstrates that a #meded journal club can be fun and you learn with @drjfrank @sherbinod LindaSMedEd https://t.co/D6BeWYYb6B @MedEdChat #JGMEChat

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T2 #meded This is a good book from @asmeofficial https://t.co/2wqA12Sjf5

Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md 8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: Do's and Don'ts and Don't knows of direct observation https://t.co/Tmz0LCGiTt #acgme_assess #MedEd

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @mededchatT2 More survey help in https://t.co/g36stQ7SK "Classic" papers in https://t.co/x0Z3cD5mjK #meded #jgme

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
T2 #meded Wrong link! Here is the book I meant... https://t.co/80e8S9kVAq The other is great for statistics! https://t.co/d9Jp3uge73

Bec Szabo @becasz 18 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: Also, make it count twice--if you've done the work to create an educational tool, write about it, submit to Meded portat...

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @mededchatT2 More survey help in https://t.co/g36stQ7SK "Classic" papers in https://t.co/x0Z3cD5mjK #meded #jgme
**MedEd Chat @mededchat** 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T2 #meded This is a good book from @asmeofficial https://t.co/2wqA12Sjf5

**Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly** 8 hours ago
RT @thartman2u: @MedEdChat Set up search alerts in Google Scholar & the My NCBI function on PubMed - have databases send you new citations...

**MedEd Chat @mededchat** 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T2 #meded Wrong link! Here is the book I meant... https://t.co/80e8S9KVAq The other is great for statistics! https://t....

**OPAS Institute @opasinstitute** 8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T2 Coming from Ed Tech, I sway heavily toward tech solutions: RSS feeds for my research interests (I use Feedly), a referen...

**Paul Haidet @myheroistrate** 8 hours ago
T2: does your school have a member of #SDRME? If so, seek them out - they can help! #meded

**OPAS Institute @opasinstitute** 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2 agree re @RealGeoffNorman - Love KeyLime Podcasts – demonstrates that a #meded journal club can...

**Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan** 8 hours ago
RT @myheroistrate: T2: does your school have a member of #SDRME? If so, seek them out - they can help! #meded

**JGME @journalofgme** 8 hours ago
T2: #JGME provides resources on our site for scholarly success. Check out our #JGMERipOuts for resources. #JGMEchat #meded https://t.co/ZtDmA0JrFM

**Dr M S Krishnan @psychinformatic** 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: @DrArunaJ T1 #meded The AAMC has a webpage with examples https://t.co/vnYbBBMtlX

**Bec Szabo @becasz1** 18 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @gretchendiemer @emily_fri @MedEdChat T1 Indeed even a #socialmedia Promotion possible per @CabreraERDR perspective with...
MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2 agree re @RealGeoffNorman - Love KeyLime Podcasts – demonstrates that a #meded journal club can...

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 8 hours ago
T2: Twitter account Seriously, though, it can give you access to top med ed researchers (@boedudley, @futuredocs) who you may never interact with otherwise. #meded #acgme_assess

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
Holy moly my “some day” reading list has just exploded! I’m gonna need to get that Strides App stat! #MedEd https://t.co/RMMI4JTAJh

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T2: #JGME provides resources on our site for scholarly success. Check out our #JGMERipOuts for resources. #JGMEchat #meded

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T2 Coming from Ed Tech, I sway heavily toward tech solutions: RSS feeds for my research interests (I use Feedly), a referen...

william iobst @iobstwilliam 8 hours ago
#meded agree key lime is a great resource!

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: T2: Twitter account Seriously, though, it can give you access to top med ed researchers (@boedudley, @futuredocs) who...

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2 agree re @RealGeoffNorman - Love KeyLime Podcasts – demonstrates that a #meded journal club can...

Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2 agree re @RealGeoffNorman - Love KeyLime Podcasts – demonstrates that a #meded journal club can...

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 8 hours ago
T2: also, get to know your librarians and learning centers! Help with writing, help with research, help in so many ways! @SMLibrary_TJU #meded
Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
@DrArunaJ Seriously #MedEd

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: T2: also, get to know your librarians and learning centers! Help with writing, help with research, help in so many ways...

Melanie Lybarger @melanielybarger 8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @DrMedEd_itor @MedEdChat T2 agree re @RealGeoffNorman - Love KeyLime Podcasts – demonstrates that a #meded journal club can...

Patricia Martinez @pmartinezmd 8 hours ago
RT @MadelineBTorres: T3 mentors/sponsors seek out research opportunities within the field and exposure-meet the people in the field. As a...

Heather Paladine @paladineh 8 hours ago
Try to read tables of contents for @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME #FamilyMedicine journal & see what’s happening in #MedEd https://t.co/X1yDLhEwh5

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @paladineh: Try to read tables of contents for @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME #FamilyMedicine journal & see what’s happening in #MedEd ht...

ADMSEP @admsep 8 hours ago
RT @paladineh: Try to read tables of contents for @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME #FamilyMedicine journal & see what’s happening in #MedEd ht...

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
@mededchat T1 Kelly, truer words never spoken: perfect is the enemy - stop editing after someone else reads your paper. #meded #jgme

Emily Fridenmaker @emily_fri 8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: T2: also, get to know your librarians and learning centers! Help with writing, help with research, help in so many ways...

Kelly Cawcutt, MD @kcawcutt 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #meded T2 - know what you can outsource. Don’t do the lit search yourself. Use writing and editing help when you get it. It makes you and your manuscript better and more efficient!
Cayla Teal @tealmeded 8 hours ago
T2: #MedEd Meditation, sleep, a walk with a dog,...frees the stressed mind!

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
T2 #meded Team efforts have resulted in my productivity booming in recent years! @COMSEPediatrics @TheCgea https://t.co/q1rTAyYhE25

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
Here here!!!! #acgme_assess #meded I've connected with so many because of Twitter and tweeting any conferences I attend live. #SoMe in moderation is great! https://t.co/2S4BSYt4jd

Teresa Hartman @thartman2u 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T2: brand yourself - set up your ORCID, and if you review articles or conference submissions, set up your "publons" - @Publons @ORCID_Org #meded

Franki Boulos, MD @faaboulos 8 hours ago
RT @MadelineBTorres: T3 mentors/sponsors seek out research opportunities within the field and exposure- meet the people in the field. As a...

Cayla Teal @tealmeded 8 hours ago
#MedEd when I started doing this more, my ability to keep up with new lit exploded https://t.co/kNbSSTTHsO

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
@mededchat T2 Terrific qualitative series of very short papers by leading qualitative scholars, L Varpio starts series in https://t.co/g1Qfl6RHyy Great Intro #meded#jgme

Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 8 hours ago
@emily_fri My pleasure! I've benefited from those wiser than me--happy to pass on to someone else! #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @thartman2u: @MedEdChat T2: brand yourself - set up your ORCID, and if you review articles or conference submissions, set up your "publ...
ADMSEP @admsep8 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @mededchat T2 Terrific qualitative series of very short papers by leading qualitative scholars, L Varpio starts series in...

Teresa Hartman @thartman2u 8 hours ago
@gretchendiemer @MedEdChat @SMLibrary_TJU T2: our research guide for Authors: https://t.co/gAA9cseO5S -#meded. We also help identify potential journals for your abstract/article ideas.

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
@paladineh @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME T2 Even better recommend key review articles - those from @MedEd_Journal are always in my files as well as synopsis like @AcadMedJournal last page #MedEd #JGMEchat @MedEdChat

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj8 hours ago
Delegate and collaborate - my two favorite words- along with innovate #meded #acgme_assess https://t.co/n3y1JZgYHZ

Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T2: #JGME provides resources on our site for scholarly success. Check out our #JGMERipOuts for resources. #JGMEchat #mede...

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
T2 #meded I can attest to the greatness of @UNMCLibrary staff! They are incredible and on my speed dial! @thartman2u @ejmcelroy https://t.co/9qa22BgpaR

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc18 hours ago
RT @DrArunaj: Delegate and collaborate - my two favorite words- along with innovate #meded #acgme_assess https://t.co/n3y1JZgYHZ

Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T1: Read, determine your focus, develop a network of collaborators, learn to critique scholarship and to write, think pro...

Dr Jason Frank @drjfrank8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T1: A Toolkit for #MedEd Scholarship https://t.co/Qp1MG0BQfU . #JGMEchat https://t.co/IyQgRMj9NZ

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @debsimpson3: @paladineh @AcadMedJournal @JournalofGME T2 Even better recommend key review articles - those from @MedEd_Journal are ala...
MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @thartman2u: @gretchendiemer @MedEdChat @SMLibrary_TJU T2: our research guide for Authors: https://t.co/gAA9cseO5S #meded. We also hel...

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
@kcawcutt @MedEdChat Do you rely on library for lit searches? I have found I have mixed results - like working with statistician - you have to know how to ask the ? and sometimes u miss. Hints? #meded

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
@mededchat T2: Most important resource is still - people. There is no substitute for mentoring – (but how to pay for mentor’s time – if a mentor exist?) #meded #jgme

Melanie Lybarger @melanielybarger 8 hours ago
RT @IobstWilliam: #meded agree key lime is a great resource!

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
What can our med ed prof societies & journals do now to promote #meded scholar success?

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
@RJmdphilly @kcawcutt @MedEdChat T2: #meded Thus the reason for sitting down and having a chat with what you want. Ask for an initial search with the search parameters. #medlibs are happy to be transparent to help you!

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
@gretchendiemer @SMLibrary_TJU Great advice. There’s nothing more valuable than a really good research librarian!!! #meded #jgmechat

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: What can our med ed prof societies & journals do now to promote #meded scholar success?

Anindita Deb, MD @draninditadeb 8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T1: A Toolkit for #MedEd Scholarship https://t.co/Qp1MG0BQfU. #JGMEchat https://t.co/lyQgRMj9NZ

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: @gretchendiemer @SMLibrary_TJU Great advice. There’s nothing more valuable than a really good research librarian!!! #meded #j...
Angelita Aboukassam @angelitaabou 8 hours ago
RT @drjfrank: #ICRE2018 received another record number of workshop submissions this year! The quality & creativity of this outstanding list...

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #meded Societies can continue offering skills based workshops at annual meetings to help people.

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
Amen. As we like to say in our #HPE shop — “engage the peer-review process early and often”! And remember: critical feedback from colleagues is LOVE :) #meded#jgmechat https://t.co/FvLcgBPwLx

Dr Jeff Ratliff @drjeffratliff 8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T1 Practice your elevator speech (i.e., describe what you research in 30 seconds). It will help you identify what you want...

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
T3 #meded @COMSEPediatrics we will be brainstorming about how to develop a virtual writing group to keep accountable and provide peer review

Deb Simpson @debsimpson38 hours ago
T2 Thinking about human #meded resources - get them to meetings, journal clubs, invite them to dinner to meet other mededscholars - people give meaning/purpose #Wellbeing @TheCgea @ACGME2018 @MedEdChat #JGMEchat

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #meded @COMSEPediatrics we will be brainstorming about how to develop a virtual writing group to keep accountable and...

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Amen. As we like to say in our #HPE shop — “engage the peer-review process early and often”! And remember: critical feedback...

Dr Jeff Ratliff @drjeffratliff 8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: Also, make it count twice--if you've done the work to create an educational tool, write about it, submit to Meded porta...

Farzana R Hossain MD @fr_hossain8 hours ago
RT @fr_hossain: #Obesity Tied to Survival in Men
With #Melanoma https://t.co/O2AhUcesrd #Patients #health #Healthcare #weightloss #fitness...
Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
@mededchat T3 Introductory workshops at regional not just national/international meetings. #meded #jgme

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex 8 hours ago
T3 Offer online professional development asynchronously and at a distance for new faculty with no travel budgets. #MedEd

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
@mededchat T3 Opportunities for junior scholars to mix with more senior/experienced scholars through 1:1 or small group distance sessions – via Skype/phone (NOT webinars) #meded #jgme

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat T3 #meded More robust mentoring opportunities for newer faculty members

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined 8 hours ago
RT @OPASInstitute: @MedEdChat T3 #meded More robust mentoring opportunities for newer faculty members

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
@RJmdphilly as part of my MPH I took a course on how to do lit searches - extremely valuable, I didn’t know I could do arithmetic with BOOLEAN operators! I’ll have to hunt down some resources that are open access and share with you... #meded #acgme_assess https://t.co/YRCpVYBvg8

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
T3 #meded Medical Education Research Certificate from @AAMCtoday https://t.co/GMUBwRAyoQ

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
Consider how to make conferences work vertically - ie how many sessions can you go to on “turning your work into research 101”? #meded https://t.co/GmUqfOd0Ra

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 8 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: @mededchat T3 Opportunities for junior scholars to mix with more senior/experienced scholars through 1:1 or small group d...

ADMSEP @admsep 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #meded Medical Education Research Certificate from @AAMCtoday https://t.co/GMUBwRAyoQ
A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex 8 hours ago
T3 Curate a list of people to follow on Twitter so people can get plugged into the conversations. I’ve got my own HPE list, but putting that together takes a lot of time. #MedEd

Courtney Tomblinson, MD @cmtomblinson 8 hours ago
@MonicaSheth @MRetrouvey @ZuckerSoM @jessechusid @AFornari1 @JohnPelleritoMD Of course! I am a (passionate) #MedEd novice but worked in the AZ @MayoClinicSOM MS1 anatomy course this year under direction of Dr. @nrlangley in which we incorporated #rads from the get-go https://t.co/9NsTK26Y9X

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
T3 Research seed funding to pay for beginning work – mentor time, research assistant, stats help #meded #jgme @mededchat

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 Curate a list of people to follow on Twitter so people can get plugged into the conversations. I’ve got my own HPE list,...

Deb Simpson @debsimpson 38 hours ago
T3 With tight budgets #meded mtgs not always possible - so engage in @MedEdChat #JGMEchat - then am amazed and awed to meet those I follow on twitter when I do go to @TheCgea #AIAMC #AAMC2018 #ACGME2018 - sometimes they are right in front of me!

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @RJmdphilly: Consider how to make conferences work vertically - ie how many sessions can you go to on “turning your work into research 1...

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #meded Medical Education Research Certificate from @AAMCtoday https://t.co/GMUBwRAyoQ

OPAS Institute @opasinstitute 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #meded Medical Education Research Certificate from @AAMCtoday https://t.co/GMUBwRAyoQ

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @AAMCtoday Yes!!! Just learned about this and excited to partake!! #Meded

Melanie Lybarger @melanielybarger 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: Amen. As we like to say in our #HPE shop — “engage the peer-review process early and often”! And remember: critical feedback...
T3 #meded I completely endorse this https://t.co/mogouAxWMZ

A.J. Kleinheksel @ajkleinhex8 hours ago
T3 Teach new faculty how to do a high quality peer review (if they weren’t trained in their grad programs), and get them signed up to start reviewing. No better way to learn what to do to get published (and what not to do). #MedEd

Melanie Lybarger @melanielybarger8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: T2: also, get to know your librarians and learning centers! Help with writing, help with research, help in so many ways...

Melanie Lybarger @melanielybarger8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: @gretchendiemer @SMLibrary_TJU Great advice. There’s nothing more valuable than a really good research librarian!!! #meded #j...

Lawrence Sherman @meducate8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T3 #meded I completely endorse this https://t.co/mogouAxWMZ

Melanie Lybarger @melanielybarger8 hours ago
RT @DrArunaJ: Delegate and collaborate - my two favorite words- along with innovate #meded #acgme_assess https://t.co/n3y1JZgYHZ

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @TheCgea @MedEdChat Yup! A good #MedEd team helps to address many of the challenges/barriers inherent to writing and doing good #research! #jgmechat https://t.co/Qll98kyL1T

Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md8 hours ago
T3 #meded #teachingAcademies May offer #facultyDevelopment masters in #MedEd May help #MedEdChat #MedEdScholar @JournalofGME @MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @mededchat8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: @debsimpson3 @TheCgea @MedEdChat Yup! A good #MedEd team helps to address many of the challenges/barriers inherent to writing...

Melanie Lybarger @melanielybarger8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: Also, make it count twice--if you've done the work to create an educational tool, write about it, submit to Meded port...
Gretchen Diemer @gretchendiemer 8 hours ago
@MarkTykocinski @sklasko @DrGregoryKane ? #itdoesnethoven ask #meded https://t.co/llbmr2z4lb

Kathryn Andolsek @gme_md 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T3 #meded I completely endorse this https://t.co/mogouAxWMZ

Gail Sullivan @drmeded_itor 8 hours ago
T3 I think all of us, from senior to junior, societies to local departments, have to change the priorities in scholarship, from quantity to quality. 1 seminal work worth more than 10 that do not move the field forward @mededchat #meded #jgme

Deb Simpson @debsimpson3 8 hours ago
T3 Remind myself that Journals and #meded prof groups are "us" - should we host more "meet the authors/editors"? Workshops on how to_____scholarship? Partner with MHPE programs? What's optimal given precious nature of time? @MedEdChat #JGMEchat

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
RT @gretchendiemer: @MarkTykocinski @sklasko @DrGregoryKane ? #itdoesnethoven ask #meded https://t.co/llbmr2z4lb

Dr Linda Love @2lindamlove 8 hours ago
RT @MedEdChat: T3 #meded I completely endorse this https://t.co/mogouAxWMZ

Aruna Josyula @drarunaj 8 hours ago
Ooh ooh I’m gonna be at my first #ACGME2018 as a brand new geri fellowship’s brand new fellowship Director that starts this July! So many things to learn and do, so little time! #meded https://t.co/KE1x14HSs

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat T3 #meded Great idea for the journals. I know working with @anna_cianciolo and @TLMedEd has been highly insightful in preparing manuscripts

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
RT @DrMedEd_itor: T3 I think all of us, from senior to junior, societies to local departments, have to change the priorities in scholarship...

Dr Linda Love @2lindamlove 8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: T3 Curate a list of people to follow on Twitter so people can get plugged into the conversations. I’ve got my own HPE list,
Great idea for the journals. I know working with @anna_cianciolo and @TLMedEd has been...

The importance of coaching for #learning and performance improvement. https://t.co/Sg4VQQ6LgE #acgme_assess #meded

A good #MedEd team helps to address many of the challenges/barriers inherent to writing...

T2: our research guide for Authors: https://t.co/gAA9cseO5S -#meded . We also hel...

Even better recommend key review articles - those from @MedEd_Journal are alwa...

why did i forget to put this on my calendar :( #meded @mededchat

Prof societies need to advocate for young #MedEd educators to have support to pursue scholarship. Oftentimes, we get wrapped up in the teaching and don’t have the time/support/know-how to publish & present.

Welcome, Lonika! #meded

A professor told me in my library school - people come and ask you about a book on dogs, you need to find out which specific dog they are looking for. Your questions and lit searches may evolve over time - that is ok. You aren't asking us for favors, we LOVE to search
Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
And here at @USUhealthsci we are fortunate to have one of the best #research librarians I’ve ever met, who also happens to be a PhD-trained #meded researcher! @LaurenMaggio is a double threat for sure!!! #JGMEChat https://t.co/YEuO2pnstf

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
We have about 5 more minutes left in our discussion. Please feel free to give some final thoughts #meded

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc1 8 hours ago
RT @mededdoc: @debsimpson3 @TheCgea @MedEdChat Yup! A good #MedEd team helps to address many of the challenges/barriers inherent to writing...

Alliance4ClinEd @alliance4clined 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #meded Amazing chat tonight! So many incredible resources from @JournalofGME These will be useful items so keep an eye out tomorrow when the transcript is posted!

Kelly Cawcutt, MD @kcawcutt 8 hours ago
@debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @TheCgea #meded virtual conference attendance and networking = more conversations, more networking = collaboration, mentorship & sponsorship

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @kcawcutt: @debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @TheCgea #meded virtual conference attendance and networking = more conversations, more networking =...

Dr Linda Love @2lindamlove 8 hours ago
A3: Efficiency is king. I when table of contents is tweeted and links to #meded cutting edge research. We know so little about our #ChangeMedEd work still. #MedEdChat

Gary Beck Dallaghan @glbdallaghan 8 hours ago
#meded I've found this to be a great way to "attend" meetings even when I'm 1000 miles away! https://t.co/8gl64XcfqR

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc1 8 hours ago
#meded is vital for future docs but also crucial to evaluate the outcomes to ensure we are teaching + evaluating in a evidence-based manner.

Jessica Luc @jessicaluc1 8 hours ago
RT @kcawcutt: @debsimpson3 @MedEdChat @TheCgea #meded virtual conference attendance and networking = more conversations, more networking =...
Tonight has been great! Demystifying #MedEd scholarship is the first (and sometimes the highest) hurdle I face when teaching the faculty in my Educational Research fellowship. I hope we have more chats like tonight! Thanks everyone!!

Teresa Hartman @thartman2u 8 hours ago
@MedEdChat #meded - your voice, ideas, and unique view on the world needs to be shared. Please keep working on sharing it through scholarly channels.

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
Join us again next week at 9 pm Thursday. Don't forget to suggest topics by DM or email #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
RT @AJKleinhex: Tonight has been great! Demystifying #MedEd scholarship is the first (and sometimes the highest) hurdle I face when teachin...

Janelle Bludorn @janellerblu 8 hours ago
Great #MedEd chat tonight, folks! The cabin door has closed & I am signing off! @MedEdChat

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
That's a wrap...I will be posting the archive tomorrow morning. Thanks everyone for participating & to @JournalofGME for guest hosting! #meded

Gail Sullivan @drmeded__itor 8 hours ago
Perhaps some of us senior types need to take a stand for quality - that a publication per year will not usually denote quality - stop counting publications, look for real impact! @mededchat #meded #jgme

Rebecca Jaffe @rjmdphilly 8 hours ago
Thanks for a fun chat! Maybe see some of you at #ACGME2018 next week! Also #JHMchat is Monday night for CME if there are any hospitalists out there!! #meded

MedEd Chat @mededchat 8 hours ago
The #meded chat (US/NAm) archive will be available tomorrow at https://t.co/mJivoK9NyX on the Resources page. @Alliance4ClinEd

Anthony R Artino Jr @mededdoc 8 hours ago
Yes! I just finished reviewing ~100 abstracts for the 2018 annual @AAMCMetings, and it became clear that we all could use a little help to improve our submissions. And NONE of us are too senior to learn some new tricks of the #MedEd trade! #JGMEChat https://t.co/d2I8gy8yM5
Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #meded @COMSEPediatrics we will be brainstorming about how to develop a virtual writing group to keep accountable and...

Judith Peranson @drjperanson 8 hours ago
RT @JournalofGME: T1: A Toolkit for #MedEd Scholarship https://t.co/Qp1MG0BQfU. #JGMEchat https://t.co/IyQgRMj9NZ

Stephanie Starr @stephrstarr 8 hours ago
@GLBDallaghan @COMSEPediatrics @TheCgea My #MedEd tribes have made it possible for me to grow, publish and be promoted ~ too many to thank! @COMSEPediatrics #ChangeMedEd #MedEdNext

PeerReviewBotter @peer__reviewer 8 hours ago
RT @GLBDallaghan: T3 #meded @COMSEPediatrics we will be brainstorming about how to develop a virtual writing group to keep accountable and...